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UNDERSTANDING  CAPACITY  RATINGS 
 
Scissors lift tables have a number of different types of capacity ratings. Each of these ratings and terms serve a purpose in defining 
and qualifying the lift’s design limitations. The ratings explained below are the maximums and any application that consistently 
draws near these max values may result in less than optimum performance and/or service life. This is especially true when coupled 
with harsh environmental operations, high duty cycle, or other such extraneous application demands. When these types of 
conditions become apparent, consult marketing. 
 
Lifting (rated) capacity 
The maximum uniform load that can be applied to the platform. The key here is uniform; scissors lifts have little tolerance for lifting (or 
lowering) off-center eccentric loads. See Tech Sheet S-13 for the limitations on lifting eccentric loads.  The load on the platform is the total 
load – the heaviest weight plus any options like conveyors, turntables, fixtures, etc.  
 
Rollover capacity 
The maximum amount of single axle load which may be rolled over the platform surface when the lift is in its fully lowered position. This is a 
rating given only when the lift is fully lowered. Once raised, the end and side ratings apply.  
 
End/side axle load capacity 
The maximum amount of single axle load that can be applied to the edge of the platform (end or side) when the lift is in any raised position. 
Axle loads are dynamic or moving loads. All Southworth edge load capacity ratings are expressed as axle loads.  
 
Uniform loads  
A static load which has its center of gravity centered over the baseframe and evenly distributed over the entire platform surface.  If the load 
center of gravity is more than 36” above the platform surface, consult marketing. 
  
Eccentric (off-center) loads 
A static load which has its center of gravity off-center relative to the baseframe. Generally, most lifts can tolerate some eccentric loads 
where the center of gravity stays within the leg set. As the load moves over the side of the leg set, the performance is marginal at best. See 
Tech Sheet S-13 for additional details on off-center loading. 
 
Axle loads vary and they impart different percentages of their total weight.    
  Load     % axle load 
  Roll of paper (single axle)   100% 
  2 wheel hand truck (single axle)  100% 
  4 wheel hand platform truck  50% 

Sit down or counter balance forklift  85% drive wheels - 15% steering wheels 
  Narrow aisle & straddle stackers  65% drive wheels - 35% front wheels 
  Hand pallet jack    60% front wheels - 40% steering wheels 
  Electric pallet jack or walkies  50%  
  
The following are maximum axle load ratings as a percentage of the lift’s rated capacity. 
  Model group      End axle load               Side axle load 

Backsaver Lites             25%    -0- 
LS      50%     50% 
L      50%     25% 

  LST      25%     50% 
  LSD     50%    25% 
  DL      75%     50% 
  LSH – Double leg   50%     25% 
  LSH – Triple leg   50%     10% 
  DL-M    50%     50% 
  LM     25% (roller end only). .      -0- 
 
Where applications apply axle loads on the platform in any raised position that approach these maximum ratings and/or a maximum platform size is 
specified, consult marketing to verify the model choice.   


